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First and foremost thanks for taking the time to visit my site., I believe believe 

hopefully you will find something both helpful and interesting at 
passivesavings.siterubix.com. at the very least 

My Story 

Online businesses have always fascinated me., It’s not just the amount of money 

that can potentially be made. In truth, it's just the whole process of it, from getting 
the idea to making it a reality. I always had the same thought that I think a lot of 
people have, “Oh they just got lucky” or “Man they had a really good idea”. It actually 
isn’t as hard as it seems, which is what I aim to show you on my website here on 
this site. Now that is not to say your you won’t need time and effort because it 

you definitely will., but   If you have the motivation and dedication are there, you 

can succeed do it too. Now I can’t show you how to get Mark Zuckerberg or Jeff 
Bezos rich but I can show you how to supplement your income and make some 
money on the side fairly easily. 

  

Why I Want To Help People 

I chose to do this to show people that it can be easy and honestly fun to make some 
money on the side. I know all too well the struggles of not being able to have a 

savings or money to rely on in case of emergency., I have lived living pay check to 

pay check. If I can help relieve the stress of financially worried people out there 
about their financial situation, then that’s what I’m going to do. 

   

My Goal 

Now I know what you’re thinking, “This is a scam”, “How much does it cost”, “How 
much time is this going to take” and so on. I had those exact same thoughts when 

starting on my this journey., and that’s  This is why I’m here, to help you start your 

own journey., and To see that there are people who genuinely just want to help. 

If you ever need a hand or have any questions, feel free to leave them below. And 

Or leave them as comments on my other pages and also my posts. And I will be 

more than happy to help you out. 

All the best, 

Dalton 

 

 

 

Dalton, you need to add yourself as 

another user under your own name. 

There are lessons on this but get back 

to me if you have trouble. 
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